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Abstract Searching for moving targets in large environments is a challenging task that
is relevant in several problem domains, such as capturing an invader in a camp, guarding
security facilities, and searching for victims in large-scale search and rescue scenarios. The
guaranteed search problem is to coordinate the search of a team of agents to guarantee the
discovery of all targets. In this paper we present a self-contained solution to this problem in
2.5D real-world domains represented by digital elevation models (DEMs). We introduce hier-
archical sampling on DEMs for selecting heuristically the close to minimal set of locations
from which the entire surface of the DEM can be guarded. Locations are utilized to form a
search graph on which search strategies for mobile agents are computed. For these strategies
schedules are derived which include agent paths that are directly executable in the terrain.
Presented experimental results demonstrate the performance of the method. The practical
feasibility of our approach has been validated during a field experiment at the Gascola robot
training site where teams of humans equipped with iPads successfully searched for adversar-
ial and omniscient evaders. The field demonstration is the largest-scale implementation of a
guaranteed search algorithm to date.
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1 Introduction

Searching for moving targets in large environments is a challenging task that is relevant in
several problem domains, such as capturing an invader in a camp, guarding security facili-
ties, and searching for victims in large-scale search and rescue scenarios. These applications
require the coordination of a team of searchers to guarantee the detection of all targets, a
problem usually referred to as guaranteed search. Guaranteed search makes two worst-case
assumptions: first, the motion model of targets is unknown and hence targets are assumed
to travel with unbounded speed. Second, targets are acting adversarial and are omniscient.
Although these assumptions are very restrictive and typically used in pursuit-evasion sce-
narios, they are also essential in cooperative scenarios where either benevolent agents act
accidentally adversarial or little is known about the targets themselves. Whenever the target
is assumed to be omniscient and moving at unbounded speed most approaches make use of
the concept of contamination. Contamination simply refers to the possibility of an unseen
target being present at a location. The goal of the guaranteed search problem hence is to
coordinate agents to clear environments from all contamination while using as few searchers
as possible.

Demonstrations and applications of guaranteed search for real world scenarios face a
number of challenges. For one much of the prior work on guaranteed search does not extend
to large agent teams, and is limited to two-dimensional environments [38], or certain types of
idealized sensors such as unlimited range target detection [17]. Overall, very little work has
been done so far for 2.5D or 3D guaranteed search problems [31]. Graph-based approaches
for guaranteed search with an emphasis on robotics [18,27,29] promise better scalability,
but face another problem. Namely, the construction of an appropriate graph representation
from a map, often given as a grid map computed from sensor data. Strategies computed on
this graph then have to be translated back into assigned paths for agents with proper timing
in their execution. These difficulties have so far prevented comprehensive applications of
guaranteed search in the real world.

In this paper we present a comprehensive and novel computational solution for finding
guaranteed search schedules in 2.5D real-world environments represented by elevation maps.
This is carried out by extracting a search graph from the elevation map, computing a strategy
requiring the fewest agents on this graph, and then computing for each step of the strategy
an assignment of agents to vertices of the search graph to reduce travel time. Figure 1 gives
an overview of the main parts of the system. Search graphs are extracted by a hierarchical
sampling method that heuristically selects strategic locations with large detection sets. These
detection sets are areas around a location on which targets are detectable by an agent at the
respective location. The goal is to approximate the close to minimal set of locations from
which the entire area of the digital elevation model (DEM) is covered. We compute over-
laps between these detection sets in order to determine which regions can mutually guard
their boundaries. The set of selected locations and edges extracted according to their over-
laps, form the search graph on which clearing strategies are computed for the agent teams.
For that purpose we introduce a variation of the Guaranteed Search with Spanning Trees
(GSST) algorithm [18]. The strategy is executed by selecting for each agent at each time step
an appropriate strategic location. Within the constraints of the clearing strategy we assign
agents to locations in order to reduce the time needed to clear the environment. Locations
are reached by path planning on the elevation map.

The use of strategic locations does not impose constraints nor does it require direct access
to control inputs. This allows human searchers as well as robots to participate in the search.
As shown by our experimental results, this enables the direct application of the system in the
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Fig. 1 Overview on the main parts of the system: From the classified elevation map a search graph is con-
structed from which a graph strategy and task assignments are computed. The task assignment assigns at each
time step an area to be observed to each agent. Agents reach their target areas by path planning on the elevation
map

field. The practical feasibility of our approach has been validated during a field experiment
at the Gascola robot training site, where teams of humans equipped with iPads successfully
searched for adversarial and omniscient evaders. The Gascola robot training site is a wilder-
ness area belonging to the Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh and is mainly used for
outdoor robotic experiments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 the problem is stated for-
mally. The approach presented in this paper is described in Sects. 3, 4, and 5. Section 3
describes the generation of search graphs from elevation maps, Sect. 4 describes the algo-
rithm for finding guaranteed search strategies, and Sect. 5 describes a method to assign agents
at each step of the strategy to target locations while minimizing execution time. The system
that has been designed for evaluating our approach in real-world environments is presented
in Sect. 6, and results are given in Sect. 7. In Sect. 8 related work is discussed and we finally
conclude in Sect. 9.

2 Problem description

We consider a 2.5D map represented by a height function h : H → R
+. The domain H is

continuous and H ⊂ R
2 which for all practical purpose can be approximated by a 2D grid

map that contains in each discrete grid cell the corresponding height value. We write E ⊂ H
for the free space in which robots can move and assume that it is connected, i.e. regardless of
deployment, robots are always able to move to any other feasible point in E . All points not
in E are considered as non-traversable obstacles. The problem is to move a number of robots
equipped with a target detection sensor through E to detect all targets that are potentially
located therein. Targets are assumed as omniscient, and to move at unbounded speeds on
continuous trajectories within E . Additionally, targets have a minimum height ht that can
influence their visibility.
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Fig. 2 An illustration how to compute detection sets for Algorithm 1

Let D(p) ⊂ H , the detection set of a point p ∈ H , be the set of all points in H on which
a target is detectable by a robot located at p. In general, D(p) depends on the sensor model,
height of the sensor hr relative to h(p) and height of targets ht . We consider a limited range
three-dimensional and omni-directional sensor. A target at p′ ∈ H is detectable by a robot at
p if at least one point on the line segment from {p′, h(p′)} to {p′, h(p′)+ ht } embedded in
R
+ is visible from {p, h(p)+ hr } at distance sr (see Fig. 2 for an illustration). Notice while

H is considered as discretized into grid cells, height values and thus the z-component of the
line segments are in R

+.
Here ht can be understood as the minimum height of any target for which we seek to guar-

antee a detection with the pursuit strategy. Notice that this is simply straight line visibility
for a 3D embedding of the elevation map. Yet, even with such a simple detection model it is
not guaranteed that D(p) is simply-connected nor that it is connected. This applies even if
the free space of the environment in which robots and targets can move is simply-connected,
and also when E = H . In this sense, our pursuit-evasion problem on elevation maps already
captures significant complications that also arise in 3D pursuit-evasion.

The inclusion of target and sensor heights allows us to answer a variety of questions relat-
ing to hr , ht . As ht increases, the size of detection sets D(p) increases as well. With ht = 0
we simply have targets visible whenever the ground on which they are located is visible. For
practical applications this means that we can inform the user about the specific number of
robots needed for a search given the minimal height of targets and searchers.

3 Search graph construction

In this section we describe the process of generating E by classifying elevation maps into
traversable terrain. We then describe our method for computing detection sets D(p) for loca-
tions p ∈ E . Then, we introduce two methods for generating the vertices V of search graph
G = (V, E) from E by subsequently selecting locations pi+1 and then incrementing i to
i + 1 until E \⋃i

j=1 D(p j ) is the empty set. The locations pi will each be identified with
exactly one vertex vi ∈ V and we shall use vi in the context of G and pi when referring
to vi ’s location in E . The two introduced methods are a random sampling procedure, first
presented in [32], and a hierarchical method performing a depth-first search on multiple
resolutions of the original map. Finally, we introduce two approaches for computing edges
E of G. The first method considers edges between any two detection sets that overlap and
introduces the concept of a shady edge. The second method significantly reduces the number
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of edges and only considers overlaps between detection sets that are strictly necessary to
avoid re-contamination.

3.1 Height map classification

Free space E , representing the area in which agents can freely move, is constructed by an
elevation map classification procedure. Elevation maps are widely available on the Internet as
DEMs, e.g. from USGS [47], at a resolution of up to 1 m. Higher resolutions can be achieved
by traversing the terrain with a mobile robot [23].

We classify elevation maps into traversable and non-traversable terrain. The classification
is carried out according to the motion model of the robot since different robot platforms have
different capabilities to traverse terrain. For example, whereas wheeled platforms, such as
the Pioneer AT, require even surfaces to navigate, tracked platforms, such as the Telemax
robot, are capable of negotiating stairs and slopes up to 45◦. Humans are capable to nego-
tiate steeper slopes, and also stairs. These specific parameters are taken into account by the
classifier described in the following. Notice that during our experiments the motion model
of humans has continuously been used.

The procedure used for terrain classification is based on fuzzy features [12]. While simpler
methods can also be used for classifying traversable terrain, such as computing the terrain
slope for each map cell according to local neighbors, the framework presented in [12] has
the advantage that it can easily be extended to more complex terrain features such as stairs,
which finally allows us to deal with a wide range of motion models.

For each cell of the elevation map representative features are created that discriminate dif-
ferent structure elements from the environment. We choose to use fuzzified features, which are
generated by functions that project parameters, as for example, the height difference between
cells, into the [0, 1] interval. In contrast to binary {0, 1} features, fuzzification facilitates the
continuous projection of parameters, as well as the modeling of uncertainties. Fuzzification
is carried out by combining the functions SU p(x, a, b) (Eq. 1) and SDown(x, a, b) (Eq. 2),
where a and b denote the desired range of the parameter.

SU p(x, a, b) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0 if x < a
x−a
b−a if a ≤ x ≤ b

1 if x > b

(1)

SDown(x, a, b) = 1− SU p(x, a, b) (2)

For example, the features Flat Surface, and Ramp Angle are build from the parameters δhi ,
denoting the maximum height difference around a cell, and αi , denoting the angle between
the normal vector ni and the upwards vector (0, 1, 0)T , as shown by Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively.

δhi = max
j is neighbor to i

|hi − h j | (3)

αi = arccos
(
(0, 1, 0)T · ni

)
= arccos

(
niy

)
(4)

For example, for a tracked platform we define these features by: Flat Sur f ace =
SDown(δhi , 0.0m, 0.8m), and Ramp Angle = SU p(αi , 10◦, 25◦) · SDown(αi , 25◦, 40◦).
The latter describes a trapezoid function in which, depending on the input angle, either SU p
or SDown returns the output value. Each time the elevation map is updated, the classifica-
tion procedure applies fuzzy rules on the latest height estimates in order to classify them into
regions, such as flat ground, and steep wall.
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Algorithm 1 Detection_Set_From(p, dir, D)

L← set of grid cells on the line segment of length sr in direction dir from p ordered by distance to p.
αlast ←−∞
for p′on L do

αtmax ← h(p′)+ht−h(p)−hr
‖p−p′‖ // Compute slope between p’ and p.

if αtmax ≥ αlast then
D← D ∪ p′ // Add cell to detection only when slope monotonically increases.

end if
αtmin ← h(p′)−h(p)−hr

‖p−p′‖
if αtmin ≥ αlast then

αlast ← αtmin
end if

end for

Inference is carried out by the minimum and maximum operation, representing the logical
and and or operators, respectively, whereas negations are implemented by 1− x , following
the definition given in the work of Elkan [13]. After applying the rule set to each parameter,
the classification result is computed by defuzzification, which is carried out by choosing the
rule yielding the highest output value.

3.2 Detection set computation

In order to construct a graph G we need to be able to compute detection sets for locations
p ∈ E . The detection set for location p is computed by casting rays radially from p in that
all cells within the maximum range are visited, and to determine for each ray which points
in E are detectable as shown by Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 2 for an illustration). The computation
is carried out by generating with the Bresenham algorithm [5] for each ray the set L of grid
cells belonging to the line segment that starts in p with length sr and direction dir . This
set is successively traversed with increasing distance from p. For each cell p′ ∈ E slopes
αtmin and αtmax connecting p with the maximum (map elevation plus target height) of p′
and minimum (map elevation) of p′, are computed. Grid cells are added to detection set D
as long as these slopes are monotonic increasing.

3.3 Random vertex sampling

In this section we present a first attempt to solve 2.5D pursuit-evasion by creating a graph
by random sampling that captures the visibility information in the environment heuristically.
The goal of this method is to sample a set of locations from which the entire area can be
observed. The graph is directly embedded into the map and each vertex is associated to a
location which can be used as a goal point for planning the motion of the robots assigned to
it.

We randomly select points from free space E , i.e., the space of all traversable cells, as
follows. First, pick p1 from E and then subsequently pick another pi+1, i = 1, 2, . . . from
E \⋃i

j=1 D(pi ) and increment i until E \⋃i
j=1 D(pi ) is the empty set. This ensures that a

target on any point in E can be detected from some point pi . Finally, this procedure samples
m points from E , where each point corresponds to a vertex in set V of graph G. Algorithm 2
sketches this procedure in pseudo code. Figure 3 shows a few examples of such vertices and
their respective detection sets. In principle, this construction does not differ significantly
from basic attempts to solve an art gallery problem for complete coverage or for 2D pursuit-
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Algorithm 2 Random_V ertex_Construction()

i ← 0, V ← ∅
while E \⋃i

j=1 D(p j ) �= ∅ do

pick any pi+1 ∈ E \⋃i
j=1 D(p j )

V ← V ∪ pi+1, i ← i + 1
end while
return V

Fig. 3 a Height map representation where grey levels correspond to height values. b Sampled vertices (small
circles) with overlapping detection sets (each depicted by a different color)

evasion scenarios in which graphs are constructed at random. The main difference are the
detection sets D(p) which we shall later use to construct edge set E to complete the graph
G = (V, E).

3.4 Hierarchical vertex sampling

The main advantage of random sampling is that one does not have to compute the detection
set for the majority of the points in E , but only for those that are selected as graph nodes. Ran-
domly selected locations, however, are not necessarily those from which larger parts of the
map can be observed. They could be located in valleys or between elevated walls, thus having
occluded and limited sight. A better approach rather selects locations with good visibility, for
example, mountain peaks or bell towers located on the map. The overall goal is to obtain the
minimal set of locations needed to cover the entire area with the corresponding detection sets.
This problem is generally known as the set cover problem and is one of Karp’s 21 problems
shown to be NP-complete [21]. In our setting already the computation of detection sets can
be time consuming, especially, when many detection sets have to be computed in order to
identify the largest one. To tackle this problem we present a greedy algorithm that selects
the next best set by hierarchical sampling on low-resolution copies of the original map. As
shown by Algorithm 3, the hierarchical vertex sampling is carried out by generating a set of L
low-resolution copies M = (M1, . . . , ML) of the elevation map, where Ml denotes the map
copy at level l with resolution rl = r0

1
2l , and r0 denotes the resolution of the original. For

example, M0 denotes the original map and ML denotes the copy at the highest level. Height
cells at lower resolutions are generated from higher resolutions by assigning the maximum
of the height values from the four corresponding cells on the lower level. Figure 4 depicts
the generation of two low resolution maps at level 1 and 2 from the original map.

Likewise as shown for the random sampling procedure, the idea is to successively sam-
ple locations pi from E and to remove their detection set D(pi ). But instead of randomly
sampling points we identify those with the largest detection set by a depth-first search on
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Fig. 4 Hierarchical simplification of elevation maps for computing detection sets. Level 0 represents the
original map storing at each grid cell a height value. At higher levels height values are computed by combin-
ing the height values of the four grid cells of their predecessor level by the max() operator

Fig. 5 Example graphs on the Village map generated a by random sampling, and b by hierarchical sampling

the hierarchy of M. As shown by Algorithm 3, the search starts at the highest level L , i.e.
lowest resolution of the hierarchy, by computing for each point pL its detection set D(pL ).
From these sets the location with the maximum detection set pmax

L = argmaxpL
|D(pL )|

is selected. After locating the maximum set on the highest level L , the search continues on
lower levels in a depth-first search manner. This is carried out by computing the selection
set Sl−1 consisting of location pmap

l−1 that corresponds to pmax
l from the higher level, plus

further locations found around this location within a small neighborhood radius ε. In princi-
ple, it suffices to select ε in that all cells selected on l − 1 are exactly covering pmax

l from
the higher level l. However, in order to compensate for quantization errors we used ε = 4
during our experiments. From the set Sl−1 the best candidate of level l − 1 is selected by
computing pmax

l−1 = argmaxpl−1∈Sl−1
|D(pl−1)|. This procedure is continued until level 0 is

reached and thus location pmax
0 on the original map with maximal detection set is found.

Then, D(pmax
0 ) is removed from E . As shown by Algorithm 3, hierarchy M is recomputed

from the reduced set E at each iteration of the outer while loop and thus also reflects modifi-
cations that occurred to E . The hierarchical sampling continues until the entire map has been
covered. Figure 5 depicts the result of random sampling versus hierarchical sampling on the
Village map, which is an artificially generated map of a smaller village located on a hill (see
Fig. 13 in Sect. 7). Hierarchical sampling leads to significantly simpler graph representations
than random sampling while keeping the entire area covered.
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Algorithm 3 Hierarchical_V ertex_Construction()

i ← 0, V ← ∅
while E �= ∅ do

compute low-resolution copies M = (M1, . . . , ML )

for all pL ∈ ML do
compute detection set D(pL )

end for
pmax

L ← argmaxpL∈ML
|D(pL )|

l ← L
while l ≥ 0 do

pmap
l−1 ⇐ pmax

l // mapping from pmax
l to the next lower level cell

Sl−1 ← ε-neighborhood pmap
l−1

for all pl−1 ∈ Sl−1 do
compute detection set D(pl−1)

end for
pmax

l ← pmax
l−1 ← argmaxpl−1∈Sl−1

|D(pl−1)|
l ← l − 1

end while
E ← E \ D(pmax

0 )

vi ⇐ pmax
0 // associating graph vertex vi with map cell pmax

0
V ← V ∪ vi , i ← i + 1

end while
Return V

Notice that even though we are selecting vertices with larger detection sets this is still a
heuristic and by no means guarantees better strategies. Yet, we shall show in Sect. 7 that we
indeed get a significant improvement when applying the method to diverse types of environ-
ments. Once all vertices are sampled we can proceed by adding edges between these vertices,
which will be addressed in the subsequent two sections.

3.5 Shady edge computation

The edges of G should capture the neighborhood relationships between the detection sets
D(pi ) and thereby describe how detection sets can guard each others boundaries. In a 2D
scenario the detection sets would be guaranteed to be connected, but in 2.5D they can be
more complex. Consider the boundary of D(pi ) written δD(pi ). We are interested in ver-
tices that can guard, i.e. avoid re-contamination, of D(pi ) if a robot is placed on them.
Clearly, all vertices whose detection set intersects with δD(pi ) can prevent targets from
passing through aforementioned intersections. Hence, we are considering vertices v j so that
δD(pi ) ∩ D(p j ) �= ∅, j �= i . In this case a robot on v j can guard part of δD(pi ). For
convenience let us write Gi, j := δD(pi )∩D(p j ) �= ∅ and call it the guard region of vi from
v j . From this guard region we shall now construct two types of edges, regular and shady. To
distinguish the types we define the following condition:

shady(vi , v j ) :=
{

1 ∃v j ′ ∈ V, j ′ �= j, i : Gi, j � Gi, j ′
0 otherwise.

(5)

For now suppose edges have a direction and are written [vi , v j ] from vi to v j . The first
type, a regular edge, is created from vi to v j , i �= j , iff Gi, j �= ∅ and shady(vi , v j ) = 0. In
colloquial terms vi and v j get a regular edge if and only if Gi, j �= ∅ and there is no third vertex
v j ′ whose guard region of vi completely covers the guard region of vi from v j . The second
type, a so called shady edge, is created from vi to v j iff Gi, j �= ∅ and shady(vi , v j ) = 1. In
this case there is a third vertex that completely covers the guard region. Hence if Gi, j �= ∅,
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then we have an edge [vi , v j ] that is either shady or regular. To get a graph without direc-
tional edges, written (vi , v j ), we simply add an edge if we have either [vi , v j ] or [v j , vi ]
with regular edges dominating shady edges. Write E = Er ∪ Es for the set of undirected
edges where Er are the regular and Es are the shady edges. Algorithm 4 presents the above
in details with pseudo-code.

The intuition behind creating two types of edges is as follows. If a robot is placed at pi , i.e.
vertex vi , it sees all targets in D(pi ) and hence clears it. The robot can only be removed with-
out causing re-contamination if it can be guaranteed that no target can pass through δD(pi ).
We will show that this is satisfied when all vertices that are neighbors of vi via regular edges
are either clear or have a robot on them. The remaining edges that are not strictly necessary
are shady edges which capture the remaining intersections between detection sets that are
dominated by larger intersections from regular edges.1

3.6 Sparse edge computation

A more conservative approach is to add edges between any two overlapping detection sets
only when the same part of the intersection is not covered by another detection set of a third
vertex whose detection set is larger than either one of the two other vertices. More precisely,
two vertices vi , v j receive an edge [vi , v j ] if and only if ∃x ∈ Gi, j s.t. x /∈ D(v j ′) for all
D(v j ′) strictly larger than D(v j ) or D(vi ). This approach reduces the number of needed
edges drastically. It is equivalent to creating a partition from all detection sets in which larger
sets dominate smaller ones. Notice that a partition in this case is a union of non-overlapping
subsets of detection sets that cover all of E . In colloquial terms, with this approach each cell
will belong to exactly one detection set and its vertex.

We will show empirically in Sect. 7 that this reduction has a positive impact on the strategy
computation.

4 Strategy computation

The search graph G constructed in Sect. 3 represents strategic locations in E as vertices and
their neighborhood relations as edges. The goal of this section is to describe an algorithm
that coordinates the movements of agents in order to clear E with as few agents as possible.
For this purpose we denote vertices occupied by agents as guarded, and define contamination
on G. The relation between G and E is straightforward: Placing agents on vertices vi in G
corresponds to agent movements towards associated way point locations pi in E .

Definition 1 (Vertex Contamination) A vertex v ∈ G is cleared if it is guarded. It is recon-
taminated if it is not guarded and there exists a path on G consisting of regular edges and
unguarded vertices between v and a contaminated vertex v′. If all v ∈ G are cleared then G
is cleared.

Such a contamination definition is common in graph-searching, with the exception that
it only spreads via regular edges and that we only consider vertices. Another important
difference is how we will define strategies, i.e. the sequences of moves that clear G.

1 One should note that this is a conservative approach and one could also use multiple shady edges to cover
the same area of one regular edge. The problem here is that the graph-searching algorithms are not capable
of such a generalized notion of preventing re-contamination. In order to accommodate this one would need
to specify which sets of neighbors suffice to guard the boundary of a detection set and there may be multiple
such sets.
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Algorithm 4 Shady_Edge_Construction(V, P)

Er , Es ← ∅, Er,dir , Es,dir ← ∅
// Determine all directed regular and shady edges between all vertices.
for i = 1 to m do

for j = 1 to m do
I ← δD(pi ) ∩ D(p j ) // Compute guard region.
if I �= ∅ then

if shady(vi , v j ) then
Es,dir ← Es,dir ∪ {[vi , v j ]}

else
Er,dir ← Er,dir ∪ {[vi , v j ]}

end if
end if

end for
end for
// Transform the directed graph into an undirected one where regular edges dominate shady edges.
for [vi , v j ] ∈ Er,dir do

Er ← Er ∪ (vi , v j )
Es,dir ← Es,dir \ {[vi , v j ], [v j , vi ]} // Remove dominated shady edges

end for
for [vi , v j ] ∈ Es,dir do

Es ← Es ∪ (vi , v j ) // Add shady edge
end for
Return Es , Er

Definition 2 (Strategy) A strategy S consist of ns steps. Step i starts at time ti ∈ R and
ti < ti+1. Each step consist of the following moves:

1. At time ti available agents that are not guarding vertices can be placed onto new vertices.
2. At time t ′i , ti < t ′i < ti+1, agents guarding vertices can be removed.
3. At time t ′′i , t ′i < t ′′i < ti+1, contamination spreads.

A strategy that clears an initially fully contaminated G with the minimum number of agents
guarding at any time t is a minimal strategy.

This definition reflects the fact that an agent removed from a vertex cannot be reused
immediately since it has to move through E before it can guard another vertex. Furthermore,
we do not allow so called sliding moves which are common in graph-searching. In our context
such a move would allow an agent to guard a vertex and then slide along an edge to a neigh-
boring vertex, guarding and clearing it. The problem is that such a move is not atomic2 in E .
It takes time for an agent to travel between vertices and during this time we cannot guarantee
that the contamination from the new vertex spreads to the previously guarded vertex. This is
hard to guarantee even in a 2D scenario but almost impossible in 2.5D.

In order for the above to be useful for clearing E we now address the relationship between
clearing G and E . Contamination on the graph is more conservative than in E , i.e. we are
going to show that if we compute a strategy with k agents that clears the graph then we can
clear E also with k agents. A strategy SE in E is defined identical to those on graphs but with
vertices replaced by their locations. Hence placing an agent on v ∈ G is to place an agent
onto its associated position p ∈ E which clears D(p) ⊂ E . Likewise executing a strategy S
on G represents executing a strategy SE in E by visiting all associated locations.

To make the following results consistent with the sparse edge computation we introduce
the associated detection set D̄(p) ⊆ D(p) for a vertex v. In colloquial terms, D̄(p) is the

2 In the sense that multiple re-contamination events in E can occur in the meantime.
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area in E that the agent on vertex v is responsible for. For the sparse edge computation,
suppose we have v1, . . . , vn ranked by the size of D(pi ) in decreasing order. Now, D̄(pi ) :=
D(pi ) \⋃i−1

j=1 D(p j ). If we are not using sparse edge computation, then D̄(pi ) := D(pi ),
i.e. an agent is fully responsible for the entire detection set.

Lemma 1 If during the execution of a strategy S we have v ∈ G cleared then D̄(p) ⊂ E is
cleared for SE .

Proof Clearly, when an agent is placed on v to clear it in a step of a strategy, D̄(p) is also
cleared. Hence, we have to show that if v remains cleared at subsequent steps then so does
D̄(p). We shall achieve this with an inductive argument across steps of the strategy.

Let v be a vertex whose agent gets removed at step s and let s be the first step that removes
an agent. Suppose (by assumption of the lemma) v does not get recontaminated at step s at
time t ′′s .

Consider δ D̄(p) where δ denotes the boundary of a set in E . If all regular neighbors of
v are guarded, then δ D̄(p) is detectable since δ D̄(p) ⊂ ⋃

v′∈Er (v) D(p′) and hence D̄(p)

remains clear. We have

δ D̄(p) ⊂
⋃

v′∈Er (v)

D(p′) (6)

by construction of regular edges.3

This simple argument can also be applied to a set of vertices as follows. Let Nunguarded ⊂
V be all unguarded neighbors reachable via regular and unguarded paths from v. By def-
inition of re-contamination if any of these neighbors is contaminated then so is v. Hence
all vertices in Nunguarded are cleared. Furthermore, all regular neighbors of Nunguarded in
V \ Nunguarded are guarded. Let Nguarded be all guarded vertices at step s at time t ′′s . There-

fore, δ
(⋃

v′∈Nunguarded
D̄(v′)

)
⊂ ⋃

v′∈Nguarded
D(v′) and hence no contamination in E can

enter
⋃

v′∈Nunguarded
D̄(v′). Hence if v is clear at step s at time t ′′s then so is D̄(p).

Continuing this argument by induction for subsequent steps proves the claim since for
every subsequent step s+ 1 we can assume that if v is clear then D̄(p) is clear for all v from
Nunguarded from step s. ��
Theorem 1 If S clears G then SE clears E .

Proof The theorem follows directly from the lemma and the fact that E ⊆⋃n
i=1 D̄(pi ), i.e.

if all vi are clear, all D̄(pi ) are clear and hence E is clear. ��
So if we compute a strategy S for G and execute its corresponding SE in E we clear E

and detect all targets therein. In the following section we address the problem of computing
strategies for our graph version of the problem.

4.1 Algorithm

Our resulting problem on G is very similar to the edge-searching problem as defined by
Parson [37] and the variant with node contamination used in [18]. In fact, we can adapt algo-
rithms from [1] and [18] to compute connected strategies without re-contamination. Recall
that a connected strategy requires that all cleared vertices form a connected sub-tree. Such

3 This is straightforward to see by supposing the contrary, i.e. δ D̄(p) \⋃
v′∈Er (v) D(p′) �= ∅ in which case

the point x ∈ δ D̄(p) \⋃
v′∈Er (v) D(p′) has to lead to a regular edge by definition.
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Fig. 6 An illustration of the label computation. Part (a) shows an agent placed at vy followed by part
(b) in which the team starts clearing the sub-trees until in part (c) they enter the last sub-tree. White vertices
are contaminated, light grey vertices are guarded, and dark grey vertices are cleared

strategies have the practical advantage that the cleared area is relatively compact, although it
may not necessarily be connected in E . In contrast, non-connected strategies allow placement
of agents far from the currently cleared area and hence can lead to long paths through con-
taminated areas. The algorithm from [1] was originally developed to handle a case in which
multiple agents are required to clear a single vertex. However, it turns out not to be optimal
for this purpose [10,28]. Yet, for the simpler unweighted case the resulting connected strat-
egies are in fact optimal monotone and connected strategies on trees. In [22] it was shown
how to use a labeling-algorithm similar to [1] and adapt it to strategies on graphs by trying
many spanning trees. This procedure can be asymptotically optimal for the graph given that
enough spanning trees and strategies on each spanning tree are tried.

The key differences between edge-searching and our variant is that we disallow sliding
moves, apply our contamination between removal and placement of agents and are only
concerned with contamination on vertices. So let us assume that we converted G into a tree
by selecting a spanning tree T . For now let us also ignore the difference between shady and
regular edges and defer its discussion to Sect. 7. The following describes the adaptation of
the label-based algorithm from [1].

We define a directional label for every edge e = (vx , vy). For the direction from vx to vy

we write λvx (e). This label represents the number of agents needed to clear the sub-tree rooted
at vy and created by removing e. It is computed as follows: If vy is a leaf then λvx (e) = 1.
Otherwise let v1, . . . , vm be the m = degree(vy) − 1 neighbors of vy different from vx .
Define ρi := λvy ((vy, vi )) and order all v1, . . . , vm with ρi descending, i.e. ρi ≥ ρi+1. The
team of robots now clears the sub-trees that are found at each vi in the order vm, . . . , v1.
Notice that this is the optimal ordering given that the strategy has to be connected and without
re-contamination. This leads to an overall cost that we associated to λvx (e). In original edge
searching in [1] we would have λvx (e) = max{ρ1, ρ2 + 1}. In our modified version this
equation becomes:

λvx (e) =
{

ρ1 + 1 i f ρ1 = 1
max{ρ1, ρ2 + 1} otherwise

(7)

Where we assume that ρ2 = 0 if m = 1. The change results from the fact that the guard on vy

can be removed only after the first vertex of the last sub-tree, i.e. v1, is cleared. This is only a
concern when ρ1 = 1, i.e. v1 is a leaf. Otherwise, if ρ1 > 1, the guard can be removed right
after v1 is guarded and used subsequently in the remaining sub-tree beyond v1, not leading
to a higher cost than in edge-searching. For edge-searching the guard on vy can instead be
moved into v1 via a sliding move to clear it which leads to lower cost for clearing leaves.
From this it follows that on the same tree the edge-searching strategies and our modified
variant can only differ by one agent. Figure 6 depicts the label computation.
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Fig. 7 An illustration of the
conversion of tree strategies to
graphs. a–d A strategy on the tree
with agents as black dots and
cleared vertices in grey. e–g The
strategy on the corresponding
graph with one additional cycle
edge. This edge causes the agent
on the top vertex to stay longer at
its location until the neighbor is
also cleared. This requires three
instead of two agents

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Once all labels are computed we can determine the best starting vertex and from there
a sequence in which all vertices have to be cleared. This can be done in a straightforward
manner by simply following clearing sub-trees recursively and ordered by ρ as described
above. The result is a sequence of vertices that represents the strategy. Notice that for any
strategy that places multiple agents at one time step we can find an equivalent strategy (i.e.
one that clears vertices in the same order with the same number of agents) that places exactly
one agent per time step. Hence it suffices to consider strategies that place only one agent per
step.

Our formulation allows us to use the idea from the anytime algorithm, called GSST, from
[18] which tries multiple spanning trees T to improve the strategy for the graph. For this we
generate a number of spanning trees for our graph G and compute a strategy for each. These
we convert to strategies on the graph by leaving agents at their position whenever a cycle edge
leads to a contaminated vertex. Hence, the cycle edges which were not part of the spanning
tree can potentially lead to an increase in the number of agents required for the graph strategy
since they force agents to remain at a vertex for longer. An agent can only leave a vertex in
the graph once all its neighbors in the graph are cleared. In order to execute the strategy on
the graph one might need additional agents. Figure 7 illustrates this. In the worst case one
will even need as many agents more as there are cycles in the graph. Finally, we select the
converted graph strategy that requires the fewest robots. Algorithm 5 sketches this idea in
pseudo code. Results presented in Sect. 7 confirm that this method works well in practice
and with graphs constructed from real environments. Notice that other labeling procedures,
such as random labels from [18], could also be used instead of the optimal labeling for the
tree.

5 Task assignment

Given a pursuit-evasion strategy that requires k agents, written a1, . . . , ak , we will now com-
pute an assignment of the guarding tasks to agents and attempt to minimize the time it takes
for all agents to execute the strategy. In our case a connected strategy is given by a sequence
of vertices that need to be guarded. Let us write v1, . . . , vn for this sequence. Once a vertex
has no contaminated neighbors anymore its guarding agent is free to move to another
vertex without causing re-contamination. This occurs precisely when the last neighboring
vertex is guarded and thereby cleared from contamination. We can hence generate a task τi

for every i = 1, . . . , n that starts at step i and terminates after some step j ≥ i , i.e. the
agent is released at step j when task τ j is started. In principle this conversion can be applied
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Algorithm 5 Compute_Strategy(G, trees)
max_cost ←∞ // number of needed agents
for i = 1 to trees do

Generate a spanning tree T from G
Compute strategy ST on T
Convert ST to a strategy SG on G
if cost (SG ) < max_cost then

best_strategy ← ST , max_cost ← cost (SG )

end if
end for
Return best_strategy

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4

Fig. 8 A sequence τ1, τ2, τ3, . . . of tasks arising from a strategy, where circles denote tasks and edges towards
a diamond denote task dependencies (i.e. mutual guarding constraints) which determine when agents on the
associated locations can be removed. For example, at step 3 location l1 from task τ1 = {l1, d1 = 3} can be
released because then location l3 of task τ3 has been reached by an agent. Hence, the agent from ł1 may be
used for τ4 during next step 4

to other types of pursuit-evasion strategies such as Graph-Clear [29] which involves actions
other than guarding as well as actions on edges.

We shall now define a task τi := (li , di ) as a tuple of a location li that corresponds to the
location of vertex vi on map H and di which is the step until li needs to be occupied. Here the
cost for executing τi , and thus the time needed for reaching vertex location li , is computed by
A* planning on the elevation map with respect to the current location of the assigned agent.
The sequence of tasks is entirely determined by our strategy, but the assignment of agents to
these tasks is not.4

To complete a task τ = (l, d) an agent a needs to arrive at location l and occupy it until we
reach step d . Step d is completed once all locations l j , j ≤ d have been reached (although
some of the agents may already be released from these locations). Once step d is completed,
agent a can continue moving towards another task location. Some task locations are thus
occupied in parallel since multiple agents may be waiting for their release. By construction
the total number of agents occupying task locations will not exceed k. Figure 8 illustrates the
new task sequence arising from a strategy.

The overall execution time for the strategy is determined by the speed at which agents can
travel to the locations of their assigned tasks with each agent’s time at the location depending
on other agents. Let us now briefly formalize the problem.

Definition 3 (Task Assignment) A task assignment is a surjective function A:{τ1, . . . , τn} →
{a1, . . . , ak} with the following property: if A(τi ) = A(τ j ) for some j > i then di < j .

In colloquial terms, this definition just ensures that every agent has at least one task
and that an agent cannot be assigned to another task before it is released. To formalize the

4 Note that there are pursuit-evasion problems and algorithms that immediately assign an agent to an action,
but to our knowledge there are none that consider the number of agents as well as execution time with an
underlying path planner.
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a1

a2

a3

a4

l1
l2

l3

l5

l4

t1t0 t2
t3
t4

t5

wait until release
travel time
release

li reached location

Fig. 9 Agents a1, a2, a3 and a4 move to locations l1, l2, l3 and l4 respectively. Step 1 is completed once a1
reaches l1. Other agents may already be at their assigned locations at this time. At step 2 agent a1 is released
and proceeds to l5. Since a3 and a4 have already reached their task locations at t2 we have t2 = t3 = t4. Agent
a2 is released once a1 reaches l5 and so on

contribution of travel time let us write a(t) for the location of agent a at time t . Further, write
T : E×E → R

+ to represent a path planner (in our experiments in Sect. 7 this will be an A*
planner) that returns the time it takes for an agent to travel between two locations in E written
T (l, l ′). Let ti be the time at which step i is completed. We can now define ti inductively via
t0 := 0 and

ti+1 := ti + T (A(τi+1)(ti ), li+1). (8)

Notice that the term T (A(τi+1)(ti ), li+1) may well be 0 if the agent A(τi+1)(ti ) is already
on li+1 at time ti . In fact, with a larger number of agents we should expect this to occur
frequently as agents are moving in E simultaneously. Figure 9 shows three steps that finish
at the same time, i.e. t3 = t4 = t5.

Obviously, the above assumes that agents actually move towards their next assigned tasks
immediately after release. For an agent a let A|a := {τ |A(τ ) = a} be the set of all tasks
assigned to a, ordered with their index ascending as before. For convenience let us write
A|a = {τ a

1 , τ a
2 , . . . , τ a

na
} where na = |A|a |. At time t0 every agent a immediately moves

towards their first task τ a
1 = (la

1 , da
1 ) following the planner and needing T

(
a(t0), la

1

)
time

units and at every subsequent release they move immediately towards the next assigned task
location. We can now formalize our main problem:

Definition 4 (Minimal Assignment) Given a fixed T a sequence of tasks τ1, . . . , τn and
agents a1, . . . , ak let the minimal assignment Amin be such that:

Amin = argminA{tn} (9)

To compute a task assignment A it is helpful to compress the notation. Instead of the
sequence of tasks we now consider sets of tasks whose locations all have to be reached
before another task is released. This is useful because between releases we have a constant
number of agents available and a constant number of tasks that all have to be reached before
new agents become available. In order to distinguish the notation we add a ˜when referring
to the compressed strategy.

Let us write t̃0, t̃1, . . . , t̃ñ, for the times at which at least one agent is released. At t̃0 all
agents are free and can be assigned to tasks. Write F̃0 = {1, . . . , k}, . . . , F̃ñ for the set of free
agents after the step completing at t̃i . Let T̃i be all tasks that have an agent on their location
at time t̃i , i = 1, . . . , ñ.

This compressed notation gives us an immediate first insight. Namely, to minimize the
time difference t̃i − t̃i−1 we have to solve a Linear Bottleneck Assignment Problem (LBAP)
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l3 l4
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

vertex locationagent
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4
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33
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Fig. 10 Each part (a)–(d) shows four locations and agents executing part of a strategy with more vertices
than shown here and requiring at least four robots. Part (a) and (b) show one assignment in which agents a1
and a2 move to l1 and l2, the optimal assignment to minimize t̃1. After t̃1 agent a1 is released and at this point
assigning a2 and a3 is the optimal assignment to minimize t̃2 given that t̃1 is fixed. Part (c) and (d), however,
show an assignment that leads to a larger t̃1 but smaller t̃2

and match some agents from Fi−1 to the new tasks T̃i \ T̃i−1, i = 1, . . . , ñ. The cost of an
assignment between a free agent a and a task τ = (l, d) is simply given by the difference
between tarrival − t̃i−1 where tarrival is the earliest time, as determined by T , at which a
can be at l, i.e. tarrival = tlast + T (a(tlast ), l) where tlast is the time at which a became
released and hence free. Using this we can build a cost matrix c(a, τ ) to capture the cost of
each possible assignment. Note that |Fi−1| ≥ |T̃i \ T̃i−1| and we have to add an idle task
τ0 so that the LBAP would assign some robots to a dummy task τ0 that the agent simply
ignores when moving to the next location. From here on any LBAP algorithm can be applied
to minimize t̃i − t̃i−1 and for t̃i this would give us the minimum possible value, given that
t̃i−1 was fixed. But this does not guarantee that tn = t̃n is minimal and brings us directly to
the main problem which is best illustrated with the following example.

Suppose we have four agents a1, a2, a3 and a4 and T̃1 = {τ1, τ2} with τ1 = {l1, 2}, τ2 =
{l2, 4} and T̃2 = {τ3, τ4} with τ3 = {l3, 4}, τ4 = {l4, 4}. Figure10 shows the locations of the
agents and l1, . . . , l4 and two different assignments for F̃0 on T̃1 that in turn allow a different
assignment for F1 onto T̃2. The assignments are also shown in Fig. 11. It is easy to see that an
optimal solution to the LBAP for F̃0 on T̃1 leads to an overall worse solution. In colloquial
terms, we can sacrifice some time in an assignment at one step and instead choose to give
an idle task to an agent that will travel to its tasks for a subsequent assignment and thereby
improving it. This can lead to overall less time spent, i.e. a smaller tn .

The dependency between subsequent assignments is due to the fact that some robots can
be assigned to tasks for future steps if previous steps do not utilize all agents. If at every step
the number of tasks is equal to the number of agents, then the repeated solving of the linear
bottleneck assignment problem (LBAP) will yield an optimal solution. Otherwise, from a
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Fig. 11 Two task assignments visualized as graphs that correspond to Fig. 10. The agent assigned to τ1 has
to remain there until release while τ2 can be reassigned in the second level LBAP. The consecutive LBAP
solution for both levels shown on the left is, however, not optimal for t̃2

global perspective, the repeated computation of locally optimal LBAP solutions is a greedy
algorithm.

Figure 11 shows the assignment of agents to tasks in a familiar manner for LBAP problems
in the form of consecutive bipartite graphs. Repeated assignment problems are also known as
multi-level assignment problems and one variant that has some resemblance to our problem is
presented in [8]. Unfortunately it is NP-complete and we conjecture that this may be the case
for our minimal assignment as well. A detailed exposition is, however, beyond the scope of
this paper and for our purposes the presented approach to solve multiple LBAPs is sufficient
and in Sect. 7.4 we shall see that this already leads to a significant improvement over a naive
approach, i.e. a random assignment, and enables the search of a large real environment with
a reasonable search time. Note that for practical purposes agents can also be assigned at each
step of the compressed schedule in polynomial time by the method presented in [20]. Other
methods are presented in the survey [7]. However, this assignment is sub-optimal in terms
of execution time since it ignores dependencies of subsequent steps in the schedule.

6 Real-world interface

Few of the prior work on searching for moving targets or pursuit-evasion has ever been tested
in real world applications, especially not in large and realistic environments. One main obsta-
cle is the integration of all aspects of the problem from mapping up to the computation and
coordinated execution of search strategies. In this section we describe a system that integrates
all solutions to these problems presented here and in previous work. As output, the system
provides paths on elevation maps for guiding searchers through large outdoor environments.
Using an annotated elevation map, a graph representation is constructed as described in Sect. 3
while taking into account additional obstructions for visibility due to cluttered terrain. On
this graph, first, a strategy according to the algorithm presented in Sect. 4 and, second, a
corresponding task assignment and schedule following the procedure described in Sect. 5 are
computed. The schedule is then transferred to all agents for executing it online in the terrain.

For demonstrating our system we used human agents equipped with mobile devices (iPads)
on which we programmed a custom Objective-C application. All devices were communicat-
ing via a mobile phone connection (third generation) and all data was logged at a central
server. The interface of the application is shown in Fig. 12. All searching agents had infor-
mation about the instructions of all other searching agents and their locations by exchanging
GPS data at two second intervals. The evading agents, i.e. targets, were also given a device
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Fig. 12 The iPad interface for all agents. Additionally each agent receives real-time locations and plans of
other searchers that are directly displayed on the device. Evading agents receive the same information in
addition to information about other evaders

each to simulate omniscient evaders. They were omniscient because they were able to see on
their devices in real-time locations of all the searchers but also other evading agents. When
searching agents saw an evader they logged the encounter by tagging the respective area
on the map via the interface. All agents received a warning signal if their GPS indicated
that they were close to terrain that was classified as non-traversable. Once agents reached
their assigned locations for an execution step, the system informed other agents about the
progression by sending a message. Subsequently, agents were assigned to their new tasks
automatically by the system.

7 Experimental results

In this section we present results from applying and evaluating our graph construction
approach for the computation of pursuit-evasion strategies on elevation maps. First, in
Sect. 7.1 we are investigating the performance of the graph construction based on random
sampling on three example maps. We further investigate the question of whether shady edges
can be ignored or whether there are instances in practice for which considering shady edges
leads to better connected strategies. Second, in Sect. 7.3 the impact of hierarchical sampling
and sparse edges is examined on large-scale maps. Finally, in Sect. 7.4 results from deploying
the system in the field, the Gascola outdoor area around Pittsburgh, are presented.
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7.1 Random sampling with shady edges

In this section we will clarify the role of shady edges for the computation of strategies on
graphs and address issues first raised in [32]. Recall the definition of regular edges, Er , and
shady edges, Es , from Sect. 3.5. Both types of edges capture some aspects of the neighbor-
hood relations between detection sets. From our formulation of the graph model in Sect. 4
and Eq. 6 from Lemma 1 we know, however, that regular edges suffice to guard the boundary
of an associated detection set. Hence, shady edges only capture visual proximity but are not
strictly necessary for avoiding re-contamination in E . But visual proximity can be important
for connected strategies. The advantage of connected strategies is that the set of cleared verti-
ces is connected which translates to a rather compact cleared area in E . By considering shady
edges the number of possible connected strategies can increase and possibly include one that
is better than connected strategies based only on regular edges. For non-connected strategies,
it is obvious that we only have to consider regular edges since agents are not constraint to
guard only vertices that are adjacent to already guarded vertices. In this case, edges only
matter for contamination and not to constrain movement. The question how to treat shady
edges was first raised in [32] and investigated experimentally. Combining our work from
Sect. 4 with Algorithm 5 we now resolve the issue more precisely.

Consider Algorithm 5 from Sect. 4. Recall that it computes strategies on a generated
spanning tree T and then converts these to graph strategies by having agents guard a vertex
until all its neighbors in G are cleared. From this it follows that the connectedness require-
ment can only have an impact on T since the strategy is already required to be connected
on T (which translates to connectedness in G). Hence shady edges can only have a possibly
positive impact when included in T . During the conversion of the strategy from T to G they
should not be considered since they can only worsen the strategy on G by requiring agents
to guard vertices longer. So we can answer the question whether shady edges should be
considered during the conversion to the negative and thereby superseding the experimental
verification from [32] which showed that treating regular and shady edges equally leads to
worse strategies. The key observation is that shady edges are not required in Eq. 6.

The consideration of shady edges for constructing T , however, needs to be verified experi-
mentally. Excluding them from T would additionally constrain the motion of robots between
vertices whose detection sets overlap and are hence within visual proximity. This leads us to
define the following two variants for the strategy computation. For variant sdy we generate
random depth-first spanning trees considering all edges from E . For variant reg we only
consider regular edges for the spanning tree. For both variants we compute strategies on
the spanning tree T as presented in Sect. 4 and convert them to strategies on G as follows.
Robots continue guarding a vertex not only until all neighbors in T are cleared but until all
neighbors considering edges from Er are cleared. Hence, shady edges have no significance
for the conversion and only in variant sdy they can be part of T .

Some of the experimental results from prior work in [32] did in fact address the question
whether sdy or reg leads to generally better strategies. In [32] this was denoted as a bias in
the spanning tree generation and in what follows we will adapt the relevant results from [32]
to our context. The experiments were carried out by randomly sampling vertices on three
maps depicted in Fig. 13. The resolution of (a) and (b) is 0.1 units/pixel, and 10 units/pixel
for (c). Sensing ranges mentioned below are always measured in the same units. The ele-
vation of each cell in the map is given by its grey level and ranges from 0 to 10 units with
0 represented as white and 10 as black. Traversability classification is always based on the
model of an all-terrain robot. Due to the random components of the algorithm, which are
the random sampling of the graph structure and the strategy computation based on choosing
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Table 1 The results from
experiments with sr = 30,

hr = 1 and ht = 1

The last column shows the
p-value from a standard T -test
between two subsequent rows

Trees Variant Min Max Mean p-Value

100 reg 6 9 6.94± 0.56 <0.0001

100 sdy 6 9 7.6± 0.61

1,000 reg 5 8 6.65± 0.43 0.0007

1,000 sdy 5 9 7.01± 0.66

10,000 reg 5 8 6.64± 0.45 0.2442

10,000 sdy 5 8 6.75± 0.43

Fig. 13 Height maps for testing: a Sample map with a three-way canyon, three plateaus with each having its
own ramp and several concave sections (843 × 768 cells). b Map of a small village with surrounding hills
(798× 824 cells). c Map of a mountain area located in Colorado, USA (543× 699 cells)

from multiple random spanning trees, all presented results are averaged across 100 randomly
generated graphs.

Table 1 summarizes the results for the comparison between reg and sdy for different
number of spanning trees used for the computation of strategies. A standard T -test with
associated p-value was conducted to compare the best strategies for both variants across the
100 randomly sampled graphs on the Sample map. When fewer, i.e. 100, spanning trees were
generated the two variants performed significantly different p < 0.0001. The average num-
ber of robots needed for reg was 6.94±0.56 while sdy required 7.6±0.61. Generating more
spanning trees reduced this difference and the means became more similar and with 10,000
spanning trees they are statistically not significantly different, p = 0.2442. The best strategy
across all graphs was always identical and the choice of variant had no impact on the number
of agents ultimately required to clear the graph. These experiments indicate that if one can
generate large numbers of spanning trees one can safely ignore the difference between reg
and sdy. When fewer spanning trees are generated the bias towards regular edges in reg allows
the algorithm to test better spanning trees earlier. In general, the larger the graph the more
spanning trees would be required to reach adequate performance and in this case the bias
towards regular edges could lead to improvements. If one tests many or possibly all spanning
trees then sdy performs equally well with the added possibility that it can find good spanning
trees amongst those with shady edges.

Further experiments from [32], carried out with the now superseded variant that considers
shady edges equal to regular edges, revealed the effects of modifying the number of spanning
trees, sensing range and target and sensor heights. A first set of tests was conducted on the
Sample map from Fig. 13a. For each randomly sampled graph the best strategy was computed
based on 100, 1,000, and 10,000 randomly generated depth-first spanning trees, similar to
[18]. Across all spanning trees the one leading to the best strategy was selected, i.e., the one
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Table 2 Impact of varying range
and number of spanning trees on
the Sample map from Fig. 13 with
h p = 1.0 and ht = 1.0 from [32]

sr Spanning trees Min Max Mean

10 100 15 22 18.7± 2.4

10 1,000 14 20 16.8± 1.6

10 10,000 13 18 15.6± 1.1

30 100 6 11 8.5± 0.9

30 1,000 6 10 8.0± 0.7

30 10,000 6 9 7.7± 0.6

50 100 6 11 8.0± 1.2

50 1,000 6 11 7.7± 0.9

50 10,000 6 11 7.7± 1.0

70 100 5 11 7.9± 1.0

70 1,000 5 10 7.7± 0.9

70 10,000 5 10 7.6± 1.0

Table 3 Impact of varying
range, searcher and target height
on the Village map from Fig. 13

sr hr ht Min Max Mean

10 1 1 16 22 19.2± 1.7

30 1 1 9 17 12.1± 2.7

50 1 1 8 15 11.8± 2.1

70 1 1 8 16 11.7± 2.4

50 0.5 0.5 11 21 15.5± 3.4

50 0.5 1 10 17 12.8± 2.2

50 1 0.5 9 18 14.5± 2.6

needing the least amount of robots. The results are presented in Table 2. Only for the smallest
sensing range sr = 10 the difference in the number of spanning trees had an effect on the
best strategy found, whereas for all other cases 100 spanning trees sufficed. This effect can
be well explained by the fact that smaller sensing ranges lead to more vertices and thus larger
graphs that in turn lead to more potential spanning trees that have to be considered. Figure 14
depicts the execution of a strategy computed on the Sample map.

An increase of the sensing range from 10 to 30 reduced the number of needed robots
significantly. However, any further increase had only marginal impact. Apparently a gain in
sensing range is mitigated by the number of occlusions. With many occlusions an increase
in sensing range is less likely leading to improvements.

The effect of varying sensing range was also confirmed by experiments conducted on the
Village map shown in Fig. 13b. As shown by Table 3 varying the sensing range from 10 to 30
leads to a steep decrease in the number of robots, whereas further changes had only marginal
effects. Since this map has a considerable elevation structure we also tested the effect of
varying searcher and target heights hr and ht . A reduction of ht from 1 to 0.5 required 9
instead of 8 for the same sensing range and hr = 1. A reduction of hr from 1 to 0.5 required
10 instead of 8 for the same sensing range and ht = 1. Reducing both, ht and hr to 0.5 needed
11 instead of 8 robots. This shows that the effect of changing hr can be quite different from
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Fig. 14 A strategy for the Sample map from Fig. 13 with six robots. Detection sets are marked red (dark)
and cleared areas not under observation are marked green (bright). At step 0 on the upper left all robots are at
their deployment location at the bottom left on the map. The pictures show steps 0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11 and 12
from left to right and top to bottom. At each step the path of the last robot moving is drawn. At step 1 (b) the
first robot moves to a plateau and after step 5 (d) the robots cleared half the map. In step 6 (e) all six robots
are required to avoid re-contamination of the graph. In step 8 (f) the first cleared but unobserved part of the
environment appears until in step 12 (i) the entire environment is cleared (Color figure online)

the effect of changing ht , i.e. these two values are not symmetric even though an increase in
either will lead to larger detection sets.

The results of tests on all three maps with sensing ranges from 10 to 70 are presented
in Fig. 15a. Most notably, as the sensing range increases in maps Sample map and Village
the number of robots decreases, but in map Colorado it first improves slightly and then gets
worse. This is likely due to the more complex structure of Colorado. In this case an increased
sensing range does not yield a much larger detection set, but a detection set with a more
complex boundary due to many more occlusions. This complex boundary leads to more
edges in the graph. These edges together with the constraints of no re-contamination and
connectedness make clearing the environment more difficult. This is supported by Fig. 15b
that shows an increase of the number of edges for Colorado but not for the other maps as the
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Fig. 15 a A plot of the number of robots needed for the best strategy at a given sensing range for all three
maps. b A plot of the average number of vertices and edges for all three maps
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Fig. 16 Distribution agents needed for clearing the graph of solutions returned by random sampling when
evaluating the entire set of spanning trees on low-resolution versions of the a Sample map and b Village map.
The x-axis denotes the number of agents needed for clearing the graphs

sensing range increases. We will see in Sect. 7.3 that a modification of the graph generation
algorithm can relax the effect of increasing graph complexity for complex environments.

7.2 Comparing the heuristic solution with the optimal solution

One problem with evaluating the quality of the constructed graphs is that the graph strate-
gies we compute by considering random spanning trees are not necessarily optimal. But as
demonstrated in [18] on very small graphs it is possible to enumerate all spanning trees and
perform an exhaustive computation of all strategies in order to determine the optimal one.
This allows for the comparison of the quality of graphs directly by considering the optimum
strategy. Since in the worst case, for complete graphs with n vertices, the number of spanning
trees is nn−2 we can only perform such a comparison on very small graphs. For this purpose
we created two low-resolution versions of the Sample map (53× 48 pixels) and the Village
map (41×46 pixels). On these low resolution maps the generated graphs generally have less
than 10 vertices. Notice that much of the structure of the Village map, i.e. the actual village
in the center, is lost at this low resolution and the map becomes much simpler.

In Fig. 16 the distributions of the costs of strategies on 10 million graphs constructed
with random sampling is shown for both maps. The least amount of agents needed for the
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Fig. 17 Distribution of the number of agents needed for graph clearing when executing different strategies
from enumerated spanning trees: on the full-resolution versions of the a Sample map and b Village map

low-resolution versions of the Sample map (Fig. 16a) and Village map (Fig. 16b) are 3 and
2, respectively. When constructing a graph with hierarchical sampling (once) and computing
the optimal strategy, the exact same result has been returned. For the Village map it is quite
unlikely (2.8%) to find a graph yielding the best solution when deploying random sampling
and thus the hierarchical construction indeed finds graphs that yield good strategies.

Now a second question is whether the strategies computed by considering only a limited
set of spanning trees are close to the optimum strategy for each graph. This question was
also addressed in [18] and the test therein revealed that the optimal solution was found in
fact when sampling only 10 spanning trees for a graph with 3,604 possible spanning trees.
In our case, the graph constructed with hierarchical sampling on the full resolution version
of the Sample map leads to a graph with 9,596,856 (9.5 × 106) spanning trees, computed
using Kirchoff’s theorem [46]. The distribution of the best strategies for each spanning tree
is shown in Fig. 17a. All spanning trees lead to a strategy using either four or five agents.
Hence, randomly sampling in this space of spanning trees is very likely going to return the
optimal solution of four agents. Note that the full resolution version has greater detail and
hence needs one more agent than the low resolution version.

For the full-resolution version of the Village map the graph constructed with hierarchi-
cal sampling has 1072 spanning trees. This renders the computation of the optimal solution
impossible. Figure 17b depicts the distribution of the costs after enumerating the first 20
million spanning trees. Note that since we are using Char’s algorithm to enumerate spanning
trees as in [18] we are not guaranteed a representative sample of spanning trees. Despite the
fact that the graph of the full resolution Village map is considerably more complex due to
the structures inside the village we still get a relatively balanced distribution and sampling
100,000 spanning trees will very likely return at least one with the same number of agents
than the best out of 20 million.

7.3 Hierarchical sampling and sparse graphs

In this section we evaluate random sampling (Sect. 3.3) versus hierarchical sampling
(Sect. 3.4), and edge generation from Sect. 3.5, using the reg variant that only considers
regular edges in the spanning tree, versus sparse edge generation (Sect. 3.6). Strategies on
the graphs were computed by considering each time 100,000 random spanning trees.

For this evaluation more challenging maps shown in Fig. 18 were taken for the experi-
ments: (a) LiDAR data point cloud with 1 m resolution that was collected in response to the
Haiti earthquake. The data was collected by the Center for Imaging Science at Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT) and Kucera International, and funded by the Global Facility
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Fig. 18 Large-scale maps for testing hierarchical sampling: a DEM generated after the Haiti earthquake,
b–d data from USGS, b Twinfalls, c Rapid City, d Grand Canyon, e map generated from LiDAR data of the
Campus of the University of Freiburg, f DEM of the Gascola robot evaluation site

for Disaster Recovery and Recovery (GFDRR) hosted at the World Bank [48]. (b–d) DEM
data from USGS [47] at 10 m resolution. (e) LiDAR data acquired on the campus of the Uni-
versity of Freiburg using a wheeled robot equipped with a SICK LMS laser range scanner
mounted on a pan-tilt unit [42]. The pan-tilt unit was used to acquire a 360 degree view of the
surroundings. (f) High resolution (1 m) DEM data of the Gascola robot evaluation site of the
Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh). All maps have been pre-classified by the method
describe in Sect. 3.1, based on the model of an all terrain robot.

Table 4 summarizes the results, where random sampling is denoted by rnd, hierarchical
sampling by hie, regular edge generation by reg, and sparse edge generation by spa. All
presented results for random graph sampling were averaged across 100 computations. The
results clearly indicates that hierarchical sampling outperforms random sampling, as well as
sparse edge generation outperforms regular edge generation, i.e., hierarchical sampling with
sparse edge generation leads to strategies requiring the least amount of robots.

Figure 19 depicts the computation times required for graph sampling and strategy com-
putation on the tested maps with sparse edge generation and regular edge generation on
a IntelCore(TM)2 Quad CPU @ 3.00GHz with 4GB RAM. Depicted results are averaged
over 100 runs. The computation of strategies requires notably more time on regular edge
graphs than on sparse edge graphs. Hierarchical sampling requires constantly more time than
random sampling, however, facilitates on every map a faster computation of the strategy once
a graph has been found. For some maps, the total computation time is higher when using
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Table 4 Comparing the “number of agents needed” when using random graph sampling (rnd), hierarchical
graph sampling (hie), regular edge generation (reg), and sparse edge generation (spa)

Map name Variant #V #E Min Max Mean

Gascola spa+hie 53 111 7 8 7.8± 0.4

reg+hie 53 114 9 10 9.9± 0.4

spa+rnd 157 359 12 18 14.9± 1.4

reg+rnd 157 580 29 39 33.4± 2.1

Freiburg spa+hie 110 344 15 18 16.5± 0.8

reg+hie 110 455 22 25 24.2± 0.7

spa+rnd 924 2952 N/A N/A N/A

reg+rnd 921 16655 N/A N/A N/A

Haiti spa+hie 193 892 30 37 34.5± 1.4

reg+hie 193 1222 43 53 49.2± 2.0

spa+rnd 2315 12503 299 367 331.0± 16.5

reg+rnd 2318 71985 1115 1429 1292.6± 84.5

Grand Canyon spa+hie 241 872 33 39 35.9± 1.4

reg+hie 241 1140 46 55 50.7± 2.4

spa+rnd 1551 6297 191 256 222.1± 11.6

reg+rnd 1554 22376 514 623 579.8± 21.7

Rapid City spa+hie 89 446 22 24 23.0± 0.6

reg+hie 89 747 35 39 37.1± 0.8

spa+rnd 681 3485 80 104 92.0± 5.4

reg+rnd 684 19842 347 428 393.1± 19.7

Twin Falls spa+hie 75 288 13 15 14.0± 0.5

reg+hie 75 418 21 24 22.9± 0.6

spa+rnd 694 2879 55 73 64.8± 4.5

reg+rnd 698 12595 271 339 294.4± 14.7

The experiment has been carried out with sr = 100, hr = 1.8 and ht = 1.8

hierarchical sampling. However, this increase seems to be acceptable when considering the
strategy improvement documented by Table 4.

7.4 Field-experiment gascola

In this section we present results from applying the best strategy found with hierarchical
sampling and sparse edge generation for the Gascola outdoor area. The elevation map of
Gascola shown in Fig. 18f has a resolution of 1 m per pixel. The entire area of the site
is approximately 700,000 m2. The lowest point in the map is set to 0 m elevation and the
highest point is at 122 m. Gascola has a lot of seasonal shrubs and other vegetation that
influence visibility and movement of agents. We therefore surveyed the terrain a week prior
to the deployment of agents and added the annotations seen in Fig. 20a. Collecting detailed
elevation maps is a considerable effort and these annotations allow us to accommodate short
term changes in the terrain. Note that large-scale elevation maps containing vegetation and
building structures can be obtained by airborne or satellite-based synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) devices yielding resolutions of up to 10 cm. The Haiti map shown by Fig. 18a, for
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Fig. 19 Comparing computation times of random sampling (RND) and hierarchical sampling (HIE) on the
tested maps. While the computation times for hierarchical sampling increase with increasing complexity of
the map, strategies are faster computed due to simpler structures of the sampled graphs

example, has been generated after the earthquake in Haiti 2010 in order to analyze the extend
of destruction of man-made and natural structures.

We selected a strategy requiring eight agents computed on the graph shown in Fig. 20b,
where detection sets associated with each vertex (and real world position) are shown with
different colorings. These detection sets where uploaded to the mobile devices in order to
inform agents about the areas they are responsible for. We then computed the execution time
using our procedure from Sect. 5, using the algorithm from [20], yielding an assignment that
takes 175 min to execute with a walking speed of 1.1 m/s (approximately 4 km/h). In order to
determine the impact of our procedure on execution time we compared it to 10,000 random
assignments. These random assignments simply assign free agents randomly to new tasks
at each step. Here we get a solution with a mean execution time of 349.3 ± 34.0 min and
with a maximum at 491.6 and minimum at 236.4. Hence the improvement is significant and
can save our searchers in the field in Gascola a whole hour of search time. Obviously, the
problem deserves further study and experimentation on more maps. It should also be noted
that instead of using an LBAP solution at each level we can solve the general assignment
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Fig. 20 a Map of the Gascola area outside of Pittsburgh with additional annotation: cluttered terrain, mostly
shrubs and debris, steep areas that are none-traversable by agents, non-admissible areas defining the perimeter
of the experiment. b Height map of the Gascola area showing the generated graph for computing strategies
(vertices and edges) with according detection sets (differently colored areas around vertices) (Color figure
online)

problem and thereby minimize the sum of all travel times instead of the maximum. This
could be useful for applications in which energy conservation is more important and some
of the execution time can be sacrificed.

All participants, eight searchers and two evaders, received a 15 min instruction on how to
use the application. The two evaders were given a head-start of another 15 min. They were
instructed to make use of the available information on all searchers as best as possible to
try to avoid being captured. Most agents were instantly able to follow the suggested paths
and reach their locations. Two agents, however, had considerable difficulty at first to orient
themselves and each one got lost once causing a delay of the execution but never leading
to a breach between the boundary of contaminated and cleared space. After the first hour,
however, all agents were comfortable following the instructions as the execution proceeded
further. The experiment continued until the first iPads ran out of battery power. The searchers
managed to execute two thirds of the entire strategy during this time and to catch every evader
at least once.

Figure 21 depicts snapshots of the GPS data recorded during the execution of the strategy.
The purple evader was caught three times by three different agents attempting to move into
the cleared areas undetected. The blue evader, however, managed to run behind the area con-
trolled by one of the guards at the top of the map and successfully breached the perimeter. The
GPS log clearly shows that the searcher in charge abandoned his area without instructions.
This issue illustrates the necessity for thoroughly instructing the searchers when applying
the system. The blue evader was, however, subsequently detected by another agent.

The main conclusions to draw from this field demonstration is foremost the feasibility
of such an integrated system. Secondly, we observed that a team of human agents is by no
means a homogeneous team. Each agent has different walk speeds and capabilities in fol-
lowing the instructions. Furthermore, the outdoor environment had changed due to rainfall,
and some of the precomputed paths were in fact blocked. This had no effect on the guarantee
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Fig. 21 Snapshots of the GPS log from all searchers and evaders during the Gascola experiment after a 0.5
h, b 1 h, c 2 h, and d 3 h. Shown are all searcher trajectories (green/bright), evader trajectories (purple and
blue/dark), and evader detections (red/dark triangles) (Color figure online)

of the strategy but did delay execution since alternative paths had to be found by the affected
searchers. These two issues, heterogeneity and dynamic changes in the environment, clearly
outline problems for further study.

8 Related work

Searching for moving targets is a general type of problem that has been considered in a vari-
ety of research areas ranging from robotics, control theory, sensor networks, computational
geometry, up to graph theory. Most these areas emphasize different aspects of the problem
and make different assumptions on the environment, targets, robots and sensors. For exam-
ple, target locations may be unknown, known, sensed locally, or predictable. Target behavior
may be probabilistic, deterministic, or adversarial with the target either having no knowledge,
sensing locally, or being omniscient. Similarly, sensors can be local or global, have limited or
unlimited range, be noisy or perfect. Environments may be graphs, 2D obstacle grids, poly-
gons, or elevation maps. But the goal is generally to determine coordinated motion strategies
for one or more agents that guarantees the detection of all targets in the given environment.
This sets the problem apart from other popular areas such as the art gallery problem and its
many variants [40], as well as coverage problems [6,9]. In the following we shall present a
small selection of this related work with particular emphasis on approaches that share our
assumptions with regard to target behavior, i.e. unbounded speed, adversarial, and omniscient.

One of the more prominent areas relating to moving target search is known as visibility-
based pursuit-evasion. This type of problem, with early variants proposed in [44], considers
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the detection of a worst-case target that moves arbitrarily fast and is omniscient with an unlim-
ited range sensors. These worst-case targets are generally represented by contamination, i.e.
the possibility of a target being present at a location.

Much of the work on visibility-based pursuit-evasion is concerned with two-dimensional
environments. In [17] it was shown that determining the number of robots needed for an envi-
ronment is NP-hard. For single robots, however, a number of algorithms have been developed.
Most notably, [38] presents an on-line algorithm for a point pursuer moving in an unknown,
simply-connected, piecewise-smooth planar environment. The algorithm is capable of search-
ing for targets with a robot equipped with a sensor that only measured depth-discontinuities
and could move only according to simple motion primitives (wall-following and along depth-
discontinuities). Control was assumed to be imperfect with bounded errors. Similar to prior
work their approach builds a navigation graph based on its motion primitives and critical
events. These critical events are determined from the geometry of the environment and cap-
ture how the space visible by the robot changes as it moves. These critical events occur when
the sensed gaps appear, disappear, merge, or split. Since each gap represents one connected
and currently not visible part of the environment the environment can be considered cleared
once all gaps are known to be cleared as well. Gaps are cleared whenever they appear, with
the exception of all gaps at the beginning which are contaminated. Cleared gaps that merge
remain clear and contaminated gap merging with cleared gaps result in a contaminated gap.
In order to guarantee the detection of the target, the robot has to find a motion strategy so that
every starting gap disappears at least once and only cleared gaps remain. To compute such a
strategy the algorithm superimposes information states, i.e. whether gaps are contaminated or
not, on the navigation graph and then searches for a strategy that leads to an all cleared state.

Another approach was developed by Tovar et al. [45], who considered bounded speeds
for evader and pursuer. The setting is again a simply-connected polygonal environment. The
extra information about speed adds significant “power” to the algorithm, enabling it to com-
pute solutions in cases where previous approaches failed. It involves the computation of a
reachability set (generally an intractable problem).

Modifying the evader and pursuer speed ratio relates the problem to the infinite evader
speed for visibility-based problems or the 0-speed for coverage problems. One key aspect is
the fact that with bounded speeds re-contamination can be modeled, i.e. previously visible
regions are not instantaneously recontaminated, but depending on the distance to the con-
taminated regions, they will only recontaminate after a certain time has passed. There are
still open questions in this direction when considering further assumptions on the motion of
the evader. A difficulty of the approach is to describe how the recontaminated regions, so
called fans, evolve with time.

The main problem with visibility based approaches is that they are difficult to extend to
large robot teams and large environments, especially complex 2.5D or 3D environments.
An elaborate algorithm for two searchers is available in [41] and coordination becomes
exceedingly difficult with larger teams. A report by Lazebnik [31] discusses the challenges
of extending the ideas from 2D visibility-based pursuit-evasion to 3D. Especially the concept
of critical events becomes difficult to tackle. One reason for this is that the unseen parts of
the environment, i.e. shadow spaces, are not connected anymore, even in simply-connected
environments. Another reason is that while the critical events in 2D can be determined via
computing bi-tangents and inflectional tangents in 3D one needs to resort to more complex
structures such as the aspect graph [24]. Constructing this graph for polyhedral scenes with n
faces is �(n9). While certainly interesting from a theoretical perspective, much further work
is required to allow us to employ such an approach in practice, especially since extensions
to large teams of robots would be even more daunting than they already are in 2D.
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One of the areas that promises scalability to larger robot teams and environments is graph-
based pursuit-evasion. Also here a number of variants have been considered and the field is
vast. The variant most closely related is that of guaranteed graph searching which considers
omniscient and arbitrarily fast targets that have to be detected on a vertex or edge of a graph.
Again, contamination is often used to represent the possibility that a target is located some-
where in the graph. An annotated bibliography on guaranteed graph searching is presented in
[15]. The goal of guaranteed graph searching is generally to compute a strategy for multiple
agents that guarantees target detection while using the least possible number of agents. The
variant of graph searching related closest to our paper is known as edge-searching. In edge-
searching a graph is initially fully contaminated and can be cleared by moving searchers along
its edges. Such moves clear edges and contamination is prevented from spreading through
all vertices that are guarded by at least one searcher. An early result regarding the complexity
of this problem is given in [33] where it was shown that edge-searching is NP-hard. The
question whether re-contamination can improve strategies and hence whether the problem is
in NP was addressed in [3,30]. Therein it was shown that re-contamination does not matter
and one can always find an optimal strategy that avoids re-contamination, also known as a
monotone strategy. In [1] the edge-searching problem was generalized to require multiple
searchers in order to clear an edge or guard a vertex. Furthermore, the authors consider types
of strategies that are contiguous, i.e. strategies for which the cleared edges and vertices of the
graph always form a connected sub-graph, also known as connected strategies. The presented
algorithm to compute such connected and monotone strategies on trees is, however, not opti-
mal as demonstrated in [10,28] due to some flaws in the proofs. In [10] it is also proven
that the weighted edge-searching is NP-complete on trees and that there exists a polynomial
on tree with bounded degree. It is important to note that connected search is not monotone,
i.e. imposing that no re-contamination is allowed when computing connected strategies can
lead to strategies that require more agents. An example of this is constructed in [49]. Yet,
for practical applications both of these properties, monotonicity and connectedness, are very
useful. Monotonicity ensures that areas are only cleared once, which can reduce time and
cost while connectedness ensures that there is a safe area through which robots can travel or
deploy a communication network.

Applications of graph-based pursuit-evasion algorithms for a robotic application have
been discussed in [18,27,29]. In this context graphs that have contamination on nodes rather
than on edges are used. In the problem from [29], called Graph-Clear, multiple agents may be
required to clear vertices and contamination is prevented from spreading by placing robots
on edges. So instead of guarding vertices and clearing edges, as in edge-searching, in Graph-
Clear edges are guarded and vertices are cleared. This model turns out to be quite different
from weighted edge-searching in as much as [10] showed that weighted edge-searching is
NP-hard on trees while Graph-Clear can be solved in polynomial time on trees [29]. The work
related most closely to our application of graph-searching is [18]. Therein, as in edge-search-
ing, only one agent is required to guard and clear a vertex. Agents can move from one vertex
to a neighboring vertex by sliding along an edge and thereby clearing the new vertex. Note
that this move does not expose the originating vertex to re-contamination from the new vertex
during the sliding move. Due to the similarity of this search to edge-searching the label-based
approach from [1] is applied and additional variants with different labeling rules are intro-
duced. Since these algorithms work on trees the GSST algorithm first generates a spanning
tree, then computes a strategy on this tree which is then converted back to the original graph.
The performance of this approach has been tested in [18] with experiments on several graphs
and we adopt the same general approach with regard to generating strategies on the graph.
Additionally, in [22] it was shown that optimal monotone and connected search strategies of
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a graph form a spanning tree. In other words, the optimal monotone and connected strategy
can be found by considering all spanning trees and all valid strategies on these. We shall also
briefly refer to this result but in general the enumeration of all spanning trees is only possible
for very small environments in the range of less than a dozen nodes. Most environments of
interest have many more nodes and in our case around 1070 spanning trees. The graph-based
approach with randomly sampling multiple spanning trees seems to work well in practice as
demonstrated in [18]. Therein a comparison was made on five different graphs between the
GSST algorithm and a stochastic hill-climbing approach to compute plans for small teams of
agents from [16]. Additional experiments validated the use of random sampling of spanning
trees to obtain graph strategies rather than an exhaustive search. Yet, one should note that
none of these tests used environments for which the graph-based approach needed more than
five agents and all but one needed 3 or less.

For search in real environments these algorithms become useful once a suitable graph can
be obtained. In [26,32] it was demonstrated that such constructions are feasible and that we
can apply graph-based search strategies to coordinate search in real environments. These,
however, only consider reducing the number of agents needed for the search and not the time
this takes. Time was only considered in [4] and the authors presented results on the complex-
ity of computing strategies that minimize travel time. The travel time is given by weights on
edges. It turns out that minimizing the overall travel time is already strongly NP-complete
even on simple graphs such as stars and trees. One problem with modeling travel times as
weights on edges, however, is that the graph on which strategies are computed usually has
edges whenever contamination can spread between two vertices. Adding a travel time to such
edges treats the graph like a road map which it may not be since it primarily captures how
contamination and hence target motion can spread. Especially when dealing with complex
2.5D or 3D environments the actual best path in the map between any two vertices that are
not directly connected with an edge may not correspond to a path in such a graph.

Another graph-based related area is known as Moving Target Search first considered in
[19]. The assumptions about target motion differs dramatically and targets generally move
at bounded speed and their location is known by the searcher. In [25] an A∗ planner with the
graph representing a grid with obstacles is used to solve the problem. Moldenhauer et al. [35]
presented the Dynamic Abstract TrailMax algorithm for computing strategies in moving tar-
get search based on Partial-Refinement A∗ (PRA∗) planning [43]. In contrast to our method,
which generates a hierarchical decomposition form elevation maps for computing visibility,
PRA∗ extracts a hierarchy of graphs which is utilized for path planning. Another approach
that also assumes that the target’s location is known is presented in [2]. Therein the goal is
to prevent the evader from escaping from the robot’s field of view for as long as possible.
The problem is analyzed from a game-theoretic perspective in complex 2D environments.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for continued observation and escape are provided, as
well as motion strategies that are in Nash equilibrium.

An entirely different graph-based approach is presented in [36]. Therein a graph is created
by randomly sampling locations in a 2D environments and it is assumed that targets move
according to a probabilistic motion model which is represented by a Markov process that
determines how contamination diffuses. The graph is used for an A* search with a suitable
heuristic to search for robot paths on the graph that reduces the level of contamination. Since
this approach is computationally expensive a partitioning of the environment with another
heuristic is presented. The heuristic attempts to split the graph into roughly two equal parts
with a minimal border. Then A∗ is run on both parts sequentially while the border is guarded
by some sensors. This allows five robots to search a small indoor environment.
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The first paper to provide an algorithm to construct graphs for our search problem with
elevation maps is [32]. Therein the graph construction is based on randomly sampling loca-
tions in the map. Every location has an associated area in which targets are detectable if an
agent is placed on the location. These areas are coined detection sets and the detection sets of
all vertices cover the entire map. Edges between vertices are created whenever two detection
sets overlap in a particular manner.

Hierarchical problem decompositions have been used in the past within various other
fields, such as quad trees in computer graphics [39] and for efficiently rendering 3D mod-
els [14], visual human motion capture [11], in moving target search applied to computer
games [35] with known target locations, and path planning [34,43]. In general, such hierar-
chical methods work well in practice and are often validated with extensive experiments and
demonstrations.

9 Conclusion

We have proposed a novel and to our best knowledge first approach for guaranteed search in
complex outdoor environments. Given an elevation map from an area including vegetation
and man-made structures, as for example obtained by SAR devices, our system computes
guaranteed schedules and navigation points from a deduced graph representation for teams
of agents searching for targets. Although the presented method has no guarantee on opti-
mality in terms of the number of needed searchers, several experiments have demonstrated
a significant reduction of required agents compared to previous methods based on random
sampling, as well as the general feasibility of the approach.

A novel graph structure, embedded in elevation maps, has been presented that is either
generated randomly or based on hierarchical sampling and captures visibility information
arising in 2.5D problems. Several variants that utilize this information differently have been
proposed and evaluated. We have shown empirically that hierarchical sampling combined
with sparse edge generation leads to the least amount of needed agents when computing
connected strategies.

Furthermore, we demonstrated the effects on strategies when changing the height of target
and searchers, and the sensing range. In complex maps a larger sensing range can lead to worse
strategies since the graph complexity increases due to unnecessary edges introduced from
multiply overlapping detection sets. This result is likely due to the fact that re-contamination
is prohibited. However, our approach allows it to identify empirically an appropriate sensing
range leading to strategies requiring less robots for a particular map.

Despite the fact that the presented approach is based on heuristics we have demonstrated
that it performs very well in complex real-world environments containing loops, occlusions,
and significant height differences. The successful coordination of several human agents
searching for evaders in a large outdoor area containing wild-growing shrubs, hills, and
nested paths was demonstrated. The human team finally managed to capture all evaders
when strictly following the guaranteed schedule computed beforehand.

The simplicity of our approach makes it readily applicable to a variety of domains. One
nice property of the graph-based representation is that it facilitates heterogeneous teams,
for example, mixed-initiative teams consisting of human and robot searchers. One direc-
tion of our future work is to integrate unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) into the search
by computing detection sets individually for heterogeneous agent types. With our current
approach schedules are computed beforehand and cannot be changed during execution.
The possibility to change schedules online can be an important feature when professional
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search teams are involved. They might wish to modify strategies locally given their domain
knowledge. Our future research will focus on an online-adjustable version of the proposed
approach.
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